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Abstract. This paper describes a theorem proving procedure which combines the approach of 
Resolution with that of Rewriting. The basic-theoretical result is the completeness of a strong 
restriction of paramodulation for locking resolution procedures. Its oriented character suggests 
to consider the restricted paramodulation as a form of superposition (the Rewriting operation). 
This is achieved by means of a new formalism of clauses, named equational clauses, in which 
each literal is converted into an equation. Thereby, superposition on equational clauses is shown 
to embody not only paramodulation but also binary resolution; so clausal superposition will build 
up our major rule of inference. In addition, term simplification is incorporated in our procedure 
as well as subsumption. Experimental results and potential applications for our theorem prover 
are lastly reported. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we describe a theorem-proving procedure for first-order logic with 
equality which combines the approach of locking resolution with that of term 
rewriting systems. 
In the field of Automated Theorem Proving, since 1965, Robinson's Resolution 
procedure has played a central part [31]. This method is a syntactic negative one, 
based on a single inference rule called resolution. A collection of refinements has 
improved the procedure in two main directions: 
On the one hand, in order to prevent he production of superfluous clauses, 
investigators have sought restricted forms of the resolution inference. As regards 
this point, Boyer [ 1 ] has introduced a restriction of resolution without paramodula- 
tion called locking involving a certain ordering on clauses by indexing their literals. 
On the other hand, investigators have sought extended procedures to incorporate 
theories uch as the theory of equality, set theory and number theory. Thus, Robinson 
and Wos [30] have added a new inference rule called paramodulation to handle 
the theory of equality. Locking resolution was then somewhat refined and extended 
to paramodulation by Loveland [23] under the name of Oi E-resolution. Despite 
these improvements, uch procedures hardly manage to prove a large number of 
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complex theorems. One reason is that paramodulation remains a weak means to 
handle equality. 
Now in some other works, paramodulation has been specifically controlled by 
the favoring of one direction in substitution of equals: A subterm u within a clause 
can be replaced by an equal only if u matches a given member of the equation 
a =/3, for instance, c~ and not/3. The concept of equation marking has thus been 
introduced (see atom term locking [20]). 
In the procedure described herein, we use this notion of unidirectional paramodu- 
lation, but with an increased selectivity: indeed, the subterm u of the equation Y = 8 
can be replaced only if u belongs to the left-hand side Y. We develop this paramodula- 
tion in the framework of Oi E-resolution, and we prove the completeness result. 
Its strongly oriented character induces us to consider the restricted paramodulation 
as a form of superposition (the Rewriting operation). We achieve this in using a 
new formalism of clauses that we call equational clauses, each literal being converted 
into an equation. We show that superposition, when extended to equational clauses, 
embodies not only paramodulation but also binary resolution. Thus, clausal super- 
position builds up the major inference rule of our system. In addition, optimisations 
such as term simplification and clause subsumption are incorporated into the system. 
Finally, we discuss the implementation and potential applications for our theorem 
prover. 
The main results of this paper can also be found in [6]. 
2. 1-deduction 
2.1. I-resolution 
The reader is referred to [31, 23] for a full description of standard resolution. 
Let us recall the basic concepts. Let °F be a countable set of elements called 
variables, and • a finite or countable set of elements called function symbols with 
OF n ,~ = 0. Elements in ~ are graded by an arity function a ; elements of arity 0 are 
called constant symbols. 
Terms: The set of terms gr is the set defined by 
(i) a variable is a term, 
(ii) a constant is a term, and f (h , . . . ,  tn) is a term provided that f is a function 
symbol of arity n and t l , . . .  , t n are terms. 
Let ~ be a finite or countable set of elements called relation symbols (or predicates) 
with ~ n °V = 0 and ~ n ~ = 0. 
Atomic formula: R(t~,. . . ,  t,,) is an atomic formula or an atom if R is a relation 
symbol of arity n and t~, . . . ,  t, are terms. 
Negation symbol: ~ is the negation symbol. 
Literals: An atomic formula A is a literal, and its negation ~A is a literal. 
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Clauses: A clause is an empty or finite disjunction of literals. When convenient, 
a clause is regarded as the set (possibly empty) of its literals. A unit clause is a set 
of exactly one literal. The empty clause is denoted by []. 
Generally, in keeping with the convention set of notation, only a single occurrence 
of literals is permitted; however, it is convenient to point at the removal of redundant 
occurrences of literals within a clause by name of merging. 
A ground term (respectively ground clause) is a term (respectively clause) contain- 
ing no variable. 
Lower case letters represent terms; letters x, y, z are reserved for variables. Upper 
case letters represent either predicates, or literals, or subclauses (i.e., literal subsets 
of a clause) or clauses (this will be made clear from the context). 
Substitution: A substitution is a mapping cr from °F to ~ with O`(x)= x almost 
everywhere. Substitutions are classically extended to terms, atoms and clauses; the 
result of applying a substitution O  `to a term t (respectively an atom A, a clause C) 
is denoted to" (respectively Ao`, Co,). A ground substitution is a substitution o, such 
that O`(x) is a ground term for any variable x. 
Unifier: A substitution t9 is a unifier of two terms t~ and t2 if t~ t9 = t2v ~. Unifiers 
of atoms can be defined in the same way. 
Most general unifier: tz is the most general unifier (mgu) of t~, t2 if for every 
unifier t~ of t~ and t2 there exists a substitution A such that t9 = A# (/z is unique 
up to consistent renaming variables). 
Deduction: Let S be a set of clauses, and let K be a set of inference rules, a 
deduction by K from S of a clause C, denoted S F-K C, is a finite list B~, . . . ,  Bn of 
clauses such that: 
(i) B,, is C, 
(ii) for all i, 1 <~ i<~ n either 
(1) Bi is a member of S, or 
(2) there is a subset Sj of {B~,. . . ,  Bi-l} such that S~ ~-r Bi. 
Refutation: A refutation of S is a deduction of [] from S by K. 
Besides the list representation, deductions are also represented under the form 
of trees where the leaf-nodes are labelled by clause occurrences and such that the 
clause labelling a node is deduced by K from the clauses labelling the parent nodes. 
In the following, we may use "clause C"  for "leaf-node labelled by a clause C 
occurrence" (this will be made clear from the context). 
In the list representation, each clause of the given input set S appears once, 
whereas in the tree representation, each clause of S appears as a label of possibly 
several eaves. So the set of the occurrences of clauses labelling the leaves may be 
viewed as a multiset of clauses; it is called the leaf-multiset of the deduction tree; 
likewise, the set of occurrences of the clauses labelling the tree nodes is called the 
node-multiset. 
A refutation-tree is a deduction tree whose root is labelled by D. 
The Resolution methods are negative since, in order to prove that a formula (~ 
follows from the formulas ~:~, ~=2,. •. ,  ~=,, they attempt o establish not the validity 
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of ~,  ~:2, - • •, ~:~  ~ but the unsatisfiability of { ~:~, ~%,. . . ,  ~%, ~ ~}. The first step 
is to convert {~:,, ~2,. •., ~,, -~3} into a set S of clauses, which is always possible 
in first-order logic by using a standard procedure [25, 23]. Then Robinson's theorem 
[31 ] asserts that S is unsatisfiable if and only if there is a refutation of S by resolution. 
In the following we summarize definitions and results attached to the index 
ordering deduction with resolution and paramodulation, denoted O~ E-deduction 
in [23], and denoted here simply I-deduction (relatively to [23], we only consider 
the pure locking case, which corresponds to use an empty semantic setting). In 
I-deduction, each literal occurrence of the set S of clauses to refute is assigned a
positive integer, and, within a clause, literals are ordered in nondecreasing index 
order left-to-right. Such ordered clauses are called I-clauses (in the following, the 
classical unordered clauses will be referred to as standard clauses). Within an 
I-clause, only one occurrence of identical literals with same index is retained 
(I-merging rule) and positions among distinct literals with same index are inter- 
changeable. 
An I-clause C will be represented by (L~,. . . ,  L~), where the Li's denote literals, 
or more simply by (D, Ln), where D denotes the subclause (L~,. . . ,  L,_~). We also 
use the notation (D~-D2, L~) to express that L, is the rightmost literal of C and 
the body is the-union of the literals from subclauses D~ and DE, in the order 
determined by the indices. Throughout, in the inference rules involving two clauses, 
we assume that the variables have been standardized apart. 
Definition. Given an I-clause C and a substitution O., an I-instance Co. of C is an 
I-clause such that: 
(1) the literals of Co. are the literals of C instanciated by tr, and 
(2) the literals of Co- are indexed as in C, and are I-merged. 
Definition. If C is an I-clause and if the rightmost literal L of C and other literals 
with the same index as L are unifiable with mgu O., then an I-factor of C is an 
I-instance Co.. 
Example 
(S(a),P(a), Q(a),R(a)) is an I-factor of (S(x),P(x), Q(x),R(x), Q(a),P(a)). 
I 2 2 2 1 2 2 2 2 2 
Definition. If G: (D~, L~) and C2: (D2, ~ L2) are two I-clauses uch that the rightmost 
literal L, of C~ and the atom L2 of the rightmost literal of (?2 are unifiable with 
mgu O., then an I-binary resolvent C of C~ and (?2 is an I-clause such that: 
(1) the set of literals of C is D~ O. u D20., and 
(2) the literals of C take the index of their parent literals and are I-merged. 
We will depict an I-binary resolvent C of C~ and (?2 by the diagram 
C, G \ /  
C 
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Example 
(R(a) ,  Q(a),S(b)) and (R(a),S(b),  Q(a)) 
! 2 2 I 2 2 
are the I-binary resolvents of 
(g (x ) ,  Q(x),P(x))  and (S(b), Q(a),~P(a)) .  
I 2 3 2 2 4 
A deduction tree by I-binary resolution is named an R-tree. 
In the framework of I-deduction, the resolution completeness result is the fol- 
lowing. 
Theorem 2.1 (Loveland). S is a finite unsatisfiable s t of I-clauses iff there is a refutation 
of S by 1-binary resolution and 1-factoring. 
Finally, we give some definitions about the subsumption rule in the I-deduction 
framework (see [23]). 
Definition. A standard clause A O-subsumes a standard clause B iff there exists a 
substitution O such that AO ~ B and A has no more literals than B. 
Definition. Given that standard clause A O-subsumes tandard clause B, where O 
is the substitution such that AO ~ B, and I e A, IO is the image literal in B of I and 
l is a preimage literal in A of IO. 
In the above definition, O can be regarded as a many-one function that maps 
from A into B. If  each image literal in B has a unique preimage in A, O is called 
a 1-1 function. 
Definition. The standard clause A simply O-subsumes the standard clause B iff A 
O-subsumes B and there is a O with AO_  B such that O is a 1-1 function. 
For our own needs, we introduce the following weak form of subsumption. 
Definition. Given two I-clauses C and D, C 1-subsumes D iff the standard clause 
associated with C simply O-subsumes the standard clause associated with D, and 
if either C is a unit clause or every image of a literal 1 in C has the Same index in 
Das  I. 
For example, 
(S(x),  g(z))  I-subsumes (S(x), Q(a),  g(f(x)) .  
I 3 I 2 3 
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2.2. I-paramodulation 
We now deal with theories with equality; throughout this paper we use = as the 
equality symbol both in the metalanguage and the first-order logic: the context will 
make this clear. 
In theories with equality, we are concerned with the concept of E-unsatisfiability: 
given a set EA of clauses axiomatizing the equality relation and a set S of clauses, 
S is E-unsatisfiable if[ S u EA is unsatisfiable. 
The axioms of equality are classically used in clause set notation under the 
following form (see [30, 23]): 
(EA1) {x=x} 
(HA2) {x,~ y , , f (x , ,x2 , . . . , x , )=f (y , ,x2 , . . . , x , , )}  
with a separate axiom of this type for each argument of each n-ary 
(n > 0) function symbol 
(EA3) {Xl ~s yl, -P(x~, x2,. . . ,  xn), P(Yl, x2,. . . ,  x,)} 
with a separate axiom of this type for each argument of each n-ary 
(n > 0) relation symbol. 
The (EA2) and (EA3) axioms are labelled the EA clauses. 
The axiom (EA1) express the reflexivity of equality, whereas the (EA2) axioms 
(respectively (EA3) axioms) express the functional substitutivity (respectively rela- 
tional substitutivity ). 
Note that, in such an approach, the (EA3) axioms involve every relation symbol 
P, comprizing the equality symbol "=" itself. For example, the transitivity axiom 
of equality is expressed by the following (EA3) axiom 
(ET) Xl = Yl x2 # xi x2 # Yl. 
Likewise, the symmetry axiom can be derived from the (EA3) axioms, for example, 
by resolving the rightmost literal of (ET) against he reflexivity axiom (EA1). Thus 
we get 
(ES) xl = Yl  yl # Xl. 
The (EA) axioms can be considered as I-clauses after indexing their literals (see 
[23]). These indexed (EA) clauses can then be eliminated, provided the addition of 
the so-called I-paramodulation rule. 
In the following, the position of a subterm in a term (or a literal) is determined 
by a sequence of positive integers, called occurrence (see [14]), and is denoted o: 
let N* be the set of sequences of positive integers. A is the empty sequence in N* 
and. the concatenation operation in sequences. The prefix ordering ~< on occur- 
rences is defined by Ol <~ 02 iff there exists an occurrence 03 such that 02 = Ol.O 3. 
Occurrences Ol and o2 are said to be disjoint if we have neither o~ <~ 02 nor 02 ~< o1. 
For any term t, the set of occurrences ¢?(t) c N* is defined as follows: 
(1) if t is xe  V, then ~(t)={A}, 
(2) if t i s f (h , . . . ,  t,), then ~(t)={A}w{i.oli<.n, o~¢7(ti)}. 
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Furthermore, for t, u ~ J- and o e if(t), t[o~ u] is defined by 
t 
(1) t(A~u) =u, 
(2) f (t l , . . . ,  t,,)(i.o~ u)=f(h, . . . ,  t i - l ,  t,(o~ u), t i+ l , . . .  , tM) (1 <~ i<~ n). 
These definitions extend in the natural way to the case where t is a literal. 
Definition. If C~: (D~, s -- t) and (?2: (02, L2) are I-clauses such that the rightmost 
literal L2 of C2 contains either 
(i) a subterm s' at occurrence 0 which is unifiable with the left-hand side s of 
the rightmost literal of C~ (with mgu 0-), or 
(ii) a subterm t' at occurrence o' which is unifiable with the right-hand side t of 
the rightmost literal of C! (with mgu r/), 
then an I-paramodulant C of C~ into C2 at occurrence 0 (respectively 0') is an 
I-clause such that: 
(1) the set of literals of C is D~ tr u D2tr u { L2tr[o ~ t]} (respectively, D~ r/w D27/u 
{L2n[o '  , -  s]}), 
(2) the literals of C take the index of their parent literals, except he descendant 
of L2 which receives the index N+ 1 (where N is the highest index assigned to an 
I-clause of the given set S), and they are I-merged. 
L2 is the paramodulated literal, its descendant literal is the paramodulant li eral 
and s = t is the active quation. 
Example 
(Q(a), R(a),  P(b)) is the I-paramodulant of
I 3 .N'+I 
(Q(a),f(a)=b) into (R(x),P(f(x))). 
t 2 3 4 
Remarks. An I-paramodulant cannot be I-factored since its rightmost literal is 
assigned index 2¢'+ 1 which is higher than any other index of the I-paramodulant. 
Seeing the various inference rules, it is obvious that the index assigned to unit 
clauses are of no importance. 
Actually, the resolvent sequences involving (EA) axioms in a given refutation by 
I-resolution correspond to the replacement of an equal by an equal within a clause 
C; such a replacement can be performed irectly by paramodulation i to C. For 
full details, see [23, p. 284]. 
Note, however, that the so-called functional reflexive axioms have to be added. 
Definition. For a given set S of I-clauses, the set of the functional reflexive axioms 
is the set defined as 
{f (x , ,  . . . , = f (x , ,  . . . , l 
for all n-ary (n > 0) function symbols occurring in S}. 
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Theorem 2.2 (Loveland). I f  S is a finite E-unsatisfiable set of I-clauses, then there is 
a refutation ors  u {x = x} u S F by I-binary resolution, I-factoring and I-paramodula- 
tion. 
3. (a)-paramodulation 
In I-paramodulation, the active and paramodulated literals have to be rightmost, 
and this strongly restricts the application of the rule. In order to control the 
paramodulation rule even more, we now consider that the equations within clauses 
are oriented from left to fight (in terms of atom term locking, this corresponds to 
marking the left-hand side of each equation). 
This equation orientation enables us to distinguish four types of I-paramodulation. 
First, we split I-paramodulation i to two cases depending on whether the para- 
modulant is obtained (i) by matching with the left-hand side of the active equation, 
or (ii) by matching with the right-hand side. Each one of these two cases can itself 
be split into two, depending on whether (j) the paramodulated literal is not an 
equation or is an equation whose left-hand side contains the matched subterm, or 
(jj) the paramodulated literal is an equation whose right-hand side contains the 
matched subterm. 
The case (i +j) corresponds to the operation of (a)-paramodulation (beware, unlike 
atom term locking, (a)-paramodulation prohibits the replacement of an equal within 
the fight-hand sideBunmarked side, in atom term locking---of another equation). 
In the following, we consider I-paramodulation only under the restricted form of 
(a)-paramodulation. 
Starting with a given set of clauses with oriented equations, we ha~,e to define 
how descendant equations are oriented. Within I-resolvents and I-factors, equations 
are oriented as their parent literals. Likewise, within (a)-paramodulants, the 
equations, except perhaps the rightmost literal, are oriented as their parents. The 
rightmost litteral of a paramodulant is an equation if and only if the paramodulated 
literal is itself an equation. In this case, the orientation of the paramodulant rightmost 
literal is absolutely arbitrary. Throughout he paper, an orientation function p will 
be implicitly associated with the (a)-paramodulation rule: given a paramodulated 
literal of the form u = v, and an active equation of the form s = t, such that u has 
a subterm s' at occurrence o unifiable with s (with mgu or), p transforms the 
paramodulant li eral ( u[o ~ t] = v)tr into either utr[o ~ t] = vtr or vtr = utr[o ~ t]. 
As pointed out, the orientation function p is a priori arbitrary. This is an original 
feature of (a)-paramodulation. By comparison, in atom term locking, the para- 
modulant marking is induced by the parent markings; in Rewriting, the orientation 
of the so-called critical pairs are induced by a well-founded ordering (see 
[2, 17, 18,28]). 
In the following, we will depict an (a)-paramodulant C of C1 into (?2, by the 
diagram 
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C, 
C 
or C2 C~ 
C 
In the case where the paramodulated literal is an inequation L, we may also 
distinguish the subcase where the matched subterm t belongs to the left-hand side 
of L (left-paramodulation, denotedX~) from the subcase where t belongs to the 
right-hand side (right-paramodulation, denotedX~'). The expression "(a)-paramodu- 
lation of C~ and C2" is the general term to denote an (a)-paramodulation f Ct 
into C: as well as an (a)-paramodulation f C2 into C~. 
Examples 
a =b f(a)=g(c) 
org(c)=f(b) 
f (b)# g(c) 
a =x~P(a)  
N Z  
P(b) 
a=b -P(a) 
-P(b) 
g(c)~f(b) 
A deduction tree by (a)-paramodulation (respectively (a)-paramodulation a d 
I-binary resolution) is named a P-tree (respectively an RP-tree). 
In the following, we will not consider factoring solely, but with the operation of 
I-binary resolution or (a)'paramodulation which follows. "'FR of C~ and C2" will 
stand for "binary resolution of (an I-factor of) C, with (an I-factor of) C2" and 
"FP of C~ and C2" for "(a)-paramodulation of (an I-factor of) C~ and (an I-factor 
of) C2". A deduction tree by FR (respectively FR and FP) is named an FR-tree 
(respectively FRP-tree ). 
We will also use the notion of linear deduction-tree. 
Definition. A linear resolution tree (respectively linear paramodulation tree) from a 
clause C to a clause C' with the input tuple (C~, . . . ,  C,) is a deduction tree with 
{C, C~, . . . ,  C,} as leaf-multiset and {Dj, D2 , . . . ,  D,} as node-multiset such that: 
(1) D1 is deduced by resolution of C~ against C (respectively (a)-paramodulation 
of C~ into C), and D, is C', 
(2) Di is deduced by resolution of Ci against (a factor of) D~_~ (respectively 
(a)-paramodulation of C~ into Di_~) (2-- < i<~ n). 
C is called the top-clause and C' the bottom-clause of the linear tree. 
Note that, in the above definition, factoring can only apply to resolvents D i of 
C (see Remark in Section 4.3). 
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4. Completeness of (a)-paramodulation 
In this section, we prove the completeness of (a)-paramodulation: First of all, 
we establish a crucial lemma--which corresponds to the completeness result in the 
ground unit case. Then, we prove the completeness result at the ground level, starting 
with a new equality axiom set EA'. The general result at first level follows, using 
lifting lemmas. 
4.1. Replacement of equals by equals 
Definitions. Let t be a term and A: (I = r) be an equation. Let u be a subterm of t 
at occurrence o and ~r a substitution such that uo" is equal to l (respectively r), up 
to the renaming of variables. 
A >-replacement (respectively < -replacement) of t using A is the operation which 
gives the term t': to'[o ~ r] (respectively to-[o ~ 1]); this is depicted by t ----~ A t' (respec- 
tively t A <-'- t ' ) .  
The replacement of t into t' using A is either a >-replacement or a <-replacement 
of t into t' using A; this is depicted by t ~'-~A t'. 
A replacement-chain of a term t into a term t' using a tuple K of equations 
(A i )~ i , .  is a sequence of n replacements deriving successively ti (1 <~ i<~ n), such 
that t ~-->a~ t , ti ~-'>a~+l ti+~ (1 <~ i<~ n -1) ,  and t, is t'. 
For convenience, the derivation of t from t is considered as a replacement-chain 
(using an empty tuple of equations), called the empty chain. 
A ~, -chain 2, (respectively ,~ -chain) of t into t' using a tuple of equations K is 
a (possibly empty) sequence of > -replacements (respectively <-replacements) deriv- 
ing t' from t using K.  
The derivation of a term t into a term t' by a ~, -chain (respectively ,~ -chain) is 
depicted by t --~ t' (respectively t ~-- t'). 
A ~, ~-chain ~2 of t into t' using a tuple K of equations is a replacement-chain 
of t into t' using K in which a term q is derived from t by a ~,-subchain using a 
tuple Ko, then t' is derived from q by a ,~-subchain using the complementary tuple 
of Ko in K. 
The term q is called the convergent term of ~. 
Likewise, a ,~ ~--chain of t into t' using K is a replacement-chain of t into t' 
using K in which a term q is derived from t by a ,~-subchain, then t' is derived 
from q by a ~--subchain. A non-degenerated ,~ ~,-subchain is a ,~ ~--subchain 
containing at least one < -replacement and at least one >-replacement. A < >-chain 
is a ,~ ~--chain containing exactly one <-replacement and one >-replacement. 
The derivation of a term t into a term t' by a ,~ ~--chain is depicted by t -'~ =" t'. 
Proposition 4.1.1. Let t, t~ and t' be ground terms and El ,  E2 two ground equations 
such that: t Em *'- t~ and tl --*E2 t'. 
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Then, there exists a ground term t2, or an (a)-paramodulant E3 of  either E1 into 
E2 or E2 into El,  such that either: 
t--->E2t2E! ~---t' or t--->Eat' or tE3*--t'. 
Proof. E1 (respectively E2) is an equation of the form l~ = rl (respectively 12 = r2). 
Since t El*-- tl, there exists a subterm r~ at occurrence Ol in t such that t~ is t[01 ~ ll]. 
Likewise, since tl --->E2 t', there exists a subterm /2 at occurrence 02 in t' such that 
t, is t'[02 *-/2]. So tl = t[01 ~ 11] = t'[02 <--/2]. 
There are two cases, according the relative positions the two occurrences 01 and 
02. 
Case 1. Disjoint occurrences. Let t2 be the term t~[o~  rl][02 <- r2]. We have t -->E2 t2 
and t'--*E1 t2. 
Case 2. Prefix occur rences .  Let us assume, without loss of generality, that 01 <~ 02. 
Then there exists 03 such that 02 = 01.03 and the subterm in 11 at occurrence 03 is 
12. Therefore, there is an (a)-paramodulant  E3 of E2 into E l ,  which is either 
I1[03 ~- r2 ]  = rl or r I = 11[03~ r2 ] .  According to those subcases, we have t E3 <' -  t' or 
t "->E3 t'. 
Proposition 4.1.2. Let t and t' be two ground terms and 2 a (non-degenerated) 
< ~-chain from t to t' using a tuple K ofnontrivial ground equations (E~)l~i<~n. 
There exist P-trees T~ with K~ as a leaf-multiset and Ei as root (1 <~ i <<- p), and a 
~, < -chain 2 '  o f t  into t' using (E~,. . . , E'p) such that K is [._Jl<~p K~ (regardless the 
order of  the equations in K ). 
Proof. ~ can be considered as the composition of a sequence of k <-replacements 
with a < >-replacement and then with l > -replacements. The proof  is by induction 
on k + l, using Proposition 4.1.1. The proof  presents no difficulties and is therefore 
omitted. 
Lemma 4.1. Let 2 a replacement-chain of  a ground term t into a ground term t' using 
a tuple K o f  nontrivial ground equations (Ei)I~<~,. 
There exist P-trees T~ with K~ as a leaf-multiset and Ei as root (l<~i<~p), and a 
~, ,¢ -chain .9,' o f t  into t' using (E~, . . . ,  E~) such that K is [,_Jl<~<~p Ki (regardless the 
order of the equations in K ). 
Proof. Without loss of generality, the replacement-chain 2 is the composition of a 
~,-chain from t to tl, with k nondegenerated ,~~-chains deriving respectively ti+l 
from ti (1 <~ i ~< k + 1), and then with a ,1:-chain from tk+l to t'. 2 is depicted by 
t-~ tl = ~ • • . ~ ~ tk+l ~" t'. 
The proof is by induction on k, using Proposition 4.1.2. The proof  presents no 
difficulties and is therefore omitted. 
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Lemma 4.1 is the basic result underlying (a)-paramodulation completeness proof. 
Let us give the proof in outline. Given a ground inequation t~ ~ t2, and a set of 
ground equations {Ei}~i~n, the set S={t~ ~ t2}u{Ei}~i~n is E-unsatisfiable iff 
{E~}~, ,wEA~ t~ = t2. So by Birkhott's theorem, S is E-unsatisfiable itt the 
equation t~ = t2 can be obtained from {E~}~ by replacing equals by equals, i.e., 
iff there is a replacement-chain ~ from t~ to t2 using {E~}~,~,. Now by Lemma 4.1, 
in such a case there is a ~..~ -chain from tl to t2. Obviously, the ~- -chain corresponds 
to a sequence of left-paramodulation into tt ~ t2. Likewise, the ,~ -chain corresponds 
to a sequence of right-paramodulation into the inequation. By combination of these 
sequences of (a)-paramodulations, we obtain an equation q ~ q, and then the empty 
clause by resolution against EA1. The completeness is thus established in the ground 
unit case. The result extends to multiliteral ground clauses, and then to frst-level 
clauses by means of I-deduction definitions and lifting lemmas. 
In order to formally state how EAI is used or why some clauses can be rightfully 
discarded, we need to give the detailed construction of the (a)-paramodulation 
branches. This construction isnot difficult but rather technical and somewhat tedious. 
4.2. Axioms for equality 
The basic set of I-clauses, that we will use for axiomatizing equality, is slightly 
diiterent from the one used in [23]. First of all we use equality axioms where the 
(EA3) axioms are explicitly decomposed into the axiom involving the equality 
predicate--axiom (E4)--and the other ones: 
(EA1) (x=x)  
(EA2) (x~y, f (x )=f (y ) )  
N+ 1 J¢'+2 
with a separate axiom of this type for each argument of each n-ary (n > 0) function 
symbol; 
(EA3') (x,y,-P(y),P(x)) 
2¢'+ 1 )¢ '+2 .h~+3 
with a separate axiom of this type for each argument of each n-ary (n > 0) relation 
symbol distinct from "=" ;  
(EA4) (x~z,x~y,y=z) 
.Ag+ 1 )¢'+2 ,N+3 
Obviously, this set of axioms for equality is equivalent to the previous one. 
Remark. Relatively to the (EA3)-indexing in [23], the literal indexing of the (EA3')- 
(EA4) axioms has been rearranged for the convenience of the transformation proof. 
The idea behind this indexing is to prevent or to delay as far as possible the resolution 
of an equation against such clauses; for example, the derivation of the symmetry 
axiom from EA4 and EA1, is no longer possible. 
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An (EA2)-axiom can be used as a resolvent against any clause A of the form 
(B, t~  u), where either t (or u) is a variable, or t is of the form f( t l ,  t2 , . . . ,  tn) and 
u of the form f (u l ,  t2 , . . . ,  tn). In both cases, we obtain a resolvent C of the form 
(D', tl ~ u~), and C may be resolved to its turn against an (EA2)-axiom. Thus we 
can derive a clause A' from A by a linear resolution tree with (EA2)-axioms as 
input tuple. In order to reduce such a linear tree into a one-node tree, we introduce 
the notion of contextual extension of (EA2)-axioms. 
Definitions. A contextual term is a word over.X u °F containing at least one functional 
symbol, containing no constant symbol and no repeated occurrence of a same 
variable. Given an equation tl = t2, a contextual term ~ and an occurrence 0 of a 
variable in ~, the functional context of t~ = t2 in cg at occurrence 0 is the equation 
~¢[o <- t , ]  = ~¢[o <-- t2]. 
Remark. In case t~ and/or t 2 are variables, they are assumed distinct from the 
variables. 
Example. f ( g( x, a ) , z, h ( w ) ) = f ( g( x, b ) , z, h ( w ) ) is a functional context of the 
equation a = b in f (g (x ,  y), z, h(w)). 
Definitions. The contextual extensions of the (EA2) axioms are the following axioms: 
(EA2') (x~y,  ~(o<--x)=C~(o<--y)) 
J r+  1 ) f+2 
with a separate axiom of this type for each variable occurrence o of each functional 
context c~. 
Obviously, the clause C' produced in the linear (EA2)-resolution above can be 
obtained in one step by resolution of C against he appropriate (EA2')-clause. The 
set EA' of axioms for equality used hereafter is the following: 
(EA1) (x=x)  
(EA2') (x# y, C¢(o<--x)= Cg(o<--y)) 
.At'+ I .N'+2 
(EA3') (x #y, - - -P (y) ,  P(x)) ,  with P predicate distinct from "="  
~+ 1 2¢+2 )¢+3 
(EA4) (x#z ,x~y,y=z)  
.Ac+ 1 2¢'+2 J¢'+3 
The axioms (EA2'), (EA3') and (EA4) are labelled the (EA')-elauses. 
4.3. Exceptional clauses 
Definition. An (EAI)-mult iset is a multiset composed only of occurrences of EAI. 
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An (EAI)-leafmultiset of a deduction tree T is the multiset composed of all the 
occurrences of EA1 in the leaf-multiset of T. 
Definition. A trivial equation is an equation of the form t = t. 
A trivial clause is an I-clause containing a trivial equation. 
Remark. Any trivial clause is I-subsumed by EA1. 
Definitions. A classical clause is an I-clause distinct from EA1, where each literal 
is indexed with a positive integer no greater than N. 
An ordinary clause is an I-clause distinct from EA1, where each literal, except 
perhaps the rightmost one, is indexed with a positive integer no greater than N. An 
exceptional c ause is a non-ordinary clause distinct from EA1. 
Definition. Given a deduction-tree T, the classical leaf-multiset (respectively ordinary 
leaf-multiset) of T is the multiset made of the classical (respectively ordinary) clauses 
of the leaf-multiset of T. 
Our goal is to show that we can eliminate the exceptional clauses and the trivial 
clauses in FR-refutation trees. 
An exceptional clause is either an (EA')-clause either a 'near' descendant of an 
(EA')-clause. A simple case analysis hows that exceptional c auses are only involved 
in one of the following cases: 
Case 1. An (EA2')-clause E2 resolves itself against an ordinary clause A arid 
gives an ordinary clause B: 
E2: (x ~ y, C~[o ~ x] = Cg[o ~ y]) 
J ,/ '+ 1 .N+2 
B: (D', tl ~ ui) 
N+I  
B is called a precontextualform of A. 
/ / /A :  (D,t u) 
Case 2. An (EA3')-clause E3 resolves itself against an ordinary clause A~ and 
gives an exceptional clause B1; then the first resolvent B1 can only be resolved 
against an ordinary clause A2, which gives an ordinary clause B2: 
E3: (x ~ y, up(y ) ,  P(x)) 
• At+ I .At+2 .N'+3 
B~'(D~,t#y,-P(y))  
.At+ 1 ~/ '+2 
B2: (DI-D2, t ~ u) 
.At+! 
/ !" (DI, uP(t) )  
2: (D:, P(u)) 
B 2 is called the inequational descendant of A~ and A 2. 
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Case 3. Combination of the first two cases: an ordinary clause B3 can be derived 
as a precontextual form of the inequational descendant B2 of two ordinary clauses 
Al and A2. 
Case 4. Exceptional clauses are internal nodes of a so-called (EA4)-sequence. 
An (EA4)-sequence SE4 is a linear resolution tree from an ordinary clause 
C: (D, tl # t2) to a classical clause C', using an input tuple ~:  (B~)I<~<~,, such that: 
(1) B~(1 <~ i<~ m) is either an ordinary clause or a clause (EA1), (EA2') or (EA4). 
(2) B~ is a clause EA4 and C' is the first classical clause to be derived from C 
in SE4. 
The subtuple (C~,. . . ,  C,} made of the ordinary clauses of ~ is called the ordinary 
input tuple. 
Example 
f (c)  ~ d 
x # d x #f (c )  
,N+ 1 .N'+2 
x#d y#f (c )  y~x 
• AC+ 1 .Ac+ I .N'+2 
b#d f (a )#f (c )  
W+ t ,K+2 
b#d a#c 
,N'+ 1 W+ 2 
b#d z#c  z#a 
X+I  W+I  .N'+2 
b#d e~c 
W+ I ~¢+2 
b#d 
W+I  
[] 
EA4 / 
EA4 
f (a )=b 
/ 
x~y f (x )=f (y )  
EA4 / 
e = a  / 
e- -=c  / 
b=d / 
Remarks. The clause C' is of the form (D-D1-D2 . . . . .  D,)o' ,  where D is the body 
of C, Di is the body of Ci ( 1 <~ i ~< n) of B, and cr the composition of all the unifications 
involved in the sequence. 
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In SE4, the rightmost literal of each descendant R of C, distinct from C', is an 
inequation; so no (EA3')-clause can be resolved against R. 
Several (~(+ 1)-indexed literals within an SE4 node may be factored. 
4.4. Given ground refutation 
We introduce the leaf preordering on FR-deduction trees, as follows: 
For two FR-trees T~ and T2, T~ < T2 iff: 
(1) the root of TI I-subsumes the root of T2, 
(2) either the ordinary leaf-multiset of T~ is strictly included into the ordinary 
leaf-multiset of T2, or the ordinary leaf-multisets of T~ and T2 are equal, and the 
(EA1)-leaf multiset of T~ is strictly included into the (EA1)-leaf multiset of T2 (i.e., 
there are less leaves EA1 in T1 than in T2). 
An FR-tree T is minimal iff there is no FR-tree U such that U < T. 
We have the easy statements: 
(1) In a minimal tree, no node-clause is I-subsumed by a leaf-clause. 
(2) Any portion of a minimal deduction-tree is minimal. 
From (1), it follows that, apart from EA1, there is no trivial clause in a minimal 
FR-tree. 
From (2), it follows that, in a minimal FR-tree, no node-clause is I-subsumed by 
one of its leaf/node-ancestors. 
From now on, we assume given an E-unsatisfiable set S of clauses. By Herbrand's 
theorem, there exists an E-unsatisfiable set S' of ground I-instances of the clauses 
in S. Therefore, by Theorem 2.1, there exists a refutation of S'w EA' by I-binary 
resolution and I-factoring. In the following, we consider a minimal FR-refutation- 
tree G of S'w EA'. G will be referred to as the given ground refutation. 
In the following, we first give material to eliminate from G first (EA4)-sequences, 
then precontextual/inequational descendants. 
4.4.1. Elimination of (EA4)-sequences 
Proposition 4.4.1. Let SE4 be an (EA4)-sequence of  the given ground refutation, 
containing only one (EA4)-clause. Let C: ( D, tl ~ t2) be the top-clause. Let BI: ( D, x # 
t2, x # tl) be the resolvent of C with EA4. Let CI: ( DI, 11 = rl) (respectively C2: (D2,/2 = 
r2)) be the ordinary input clause resolving against the descendant literal of x ~ t~ 
(respectively x ~ t2). Then: 
(1) Cl cannot be a clause EA1. 
(2) I f  C2 is a clause EA1, then there is a <- replacement from tl to t2 using (li = rl). 
Otherwise, there is a < >-replacement from t 1 to t 2 using (11 = r~, /2 = r2). 
Proof. The proof of (2) is straightforward. (1) is proved ad absurdum: Suppose C! 
is a clause (EA1), then deafly, the resolution against he (EA4)-clause is useless 
and the resolution steps against he clause EA4 and against C! can be removed 
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from SE4, without affecting the root. This is in contradiction with the G-minimality 
hypothesis. 
Lemma 4.2. Let SE4 be an (EA4)-sequence of the given ground refutation. Let 
C: (D, tl ~ t2) be the top-clause of SE4, and (C~: (D~, Ei))l~<~<~, be the ordinary input 
tuple. 
There exists a replacement-chain from tl to t2 using the equation tuple (E~(~))~<~i<~, 
where tr is a permutation over {1,. . . ,  n}. 
Proof. The proof follows by induction on the number of (EA4)-leaves and by 
Proposition 4.4.1. 
Remark. Since no clause distinct from an (EA1)-leaf is trivial in the given ground 
deduction, the ordinary clauses Ci (1 <~ i <~ n) are nontrivial. Therefore, the ground 
equations E,,t~) (1 <~ i<~ n) are nontrivial. 
Proposition 4.4.2. Let ~ be ,~-chain (respectively ~,-chain ) from a ground term tl to 
a ground term t2 using a tuple of nontrivial ground equations (Ei)l<~i<~n. 
There exists an (EA4)-sequence from ( tl ~ t2) to the empty clause with (En-i)o<~<~,-i 
as ordinary input tuple. 
Proof. Such an (EA4)-sequence is easily built using an input tuple composed with 
n alternate subtuples made of one clause EA4 possibly followed by one clause EA2' 
and n subtuples made ofthe ordinary input clause C,-i (0~ < i <~ n - 1). For example, 
if we have the chain a ~ b ~ f (  c) ,- f (  d), using the tuple (b = a,f(  c) = b, d = c), then: 
a~f (d)  
x~f (d)  x~a 
b#f(d)  
x #f (d )  x # b 
f(c)#f(d) 
f(d) f(c) 
f(y) f(d) 
f(d) f(d) 
[] 
EA4 
J b = a  
C/~EA4 
l / f ( c )=b 
l / EA4 
q /EA2 '  
J 
I d=c 
I /EA1  
J 1 
We now state the obvious converse of Proposition 4.4.1. 
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Proposition 4.4.3. Let ~ be a < >-chain from a ground term tl to a ground term t2, 
using a tuple of nontrivial ground equations (El, E2}. 
There exists an (EA4)-sequence (containing only one clause EA4)from ( tl # t2) to 
the empty clause with (El, E2) as ordinary input tuple. 
From Propositions 4.4.2 and 4.4.3, we have the following. 
Proposition 4.4.4. Let ~ be a non-degenerated < ~,-chain from a ground term tl to 
a ground term t2 using a tuple of nontrivial ground equations (E~}l<<_i~,. 
There exists an (EA4)-sequence from ( tl ~ t2) to the empty clause with the equation 
tuple (E~.ti))~<<_i<~,, where or is a permutation over {1, . . . ,  n}. 
From Propositions 4.4.2 and 4.4.4, we have the following. 
Lemma 4.3. Let ~ be a replacement-chain from a ground term t~ to a ground term t 2 
using a tuple of nontrivial ground equations (E~}l~n. 
There exists an (EA4)-sequence from ( h # t2) to the empty clause using the equation 
tuple (E~¢~))1<~<~, where o" is a permutation over {1, . . . ,  n}. 
Lemma 4.4. Let SE4 be an (EA4)-sequence of the given ground refutation. Let C be 
the top-clause, C' the bottom-clause and (C~)l~<~, the ordinary input tuple. 
There exists a P-deduction tree Ul with C" as root and { C, C1, . . . ,  C,,} as leaf- 
multiset such that C' is a resolvent of C" against EA1, and each leaf-node of Ul is 
nontrivial. 
Proof. C and Ci (1 <~ i <~ n) are nontrivial as ordinary clauses of the given ground 
refutation. C is a clause of the form (D, t~ ~ t2); Ci is a clause of the form (Di, li = r~) 
(1 <~ i~ < n). By Lemma 4.2, there is a replacement-chain ~ from tl to t 2 using the 
equation tuple (l~(~)= r,,(o)l~i~, , where tr is a permutation over {1, . . . ,  n}. 
Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, there is an ~ .~-chain replacement from t~ to t2, using 
an equation tuple (E l , . . . ,  E~,) for the ~.-subchain, and an equation tuple 
(E~+~,...,  El) for the ~ -subchain; each E[ (1 ~< i <~ I) is the root of a P-tree T~, and 
the union of the leaf-multiset Ki of T~ (1 <~ i<~p) is equal to {Ei}~<_~_<,, therefore to 
{I~(~) = ro.( i)}l~i<~.. Let q be the convergent term of the ~- ,~ -chain: there is a sequence 
of ground left (a)-paramodulations deriving (q # t2) from (tl # t2) using E[ (1 ~< i~< k) 
as successive active equations; likewise, there is a sequence of ground right (a)- 
paramodulation deriving (q# q) from (q# t2) using (E~)k+l<~<~. SO there is a 
sequence of ground (a)-paramodulations from (tl # t2) to (q # q), using E[ (1 <~ i<~ l) 
as successive active equations. 
Thus, we have built a P-deduction tree with (q ~ q) as root and [._Jl~,p Ki as 
leaf-multiset. By retintroducing the bodies of C and C~ (1 ~< i~n) ,  we obtain a 
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deduction tree U~ with C":(D-D~ . . . . .  D,,, q#q)  as root and {Ci}~<i~<, as leaf- 
multiset. Now the clause C' is itself of the form (D-D~ . . . . .  D,,). So, by resolution 
of the root U1 against EA1, we retrieve the clause C'. 
Let us now show ad absurdum that Ut contains no trivial clause. Since the clauses 
C and Ci (1 <~ i ~< n) are nontrivial, a clause A in U~ is trivial iff its rightmost literal 
is trivial. Suppose that A is of the form (B, t = t), and let U~ be the subtree of U~ 
rooted in A. The rightmost literal of A is used as an active equation in the 
paramodulation of A into a descendant A' of C. Obviously, this paramodulation is 
idle but brings the body B within the paramodulant and its descendants. So if we 
eliminate this paramodulation from U~, we obtain a tree U2 whose leaf-set is the 
U~ leaf-multiset minus the U~ leaf-multiset, say {C, C~t, • • •, Cip} (p < n), and whose 
root is C"-{B}. Now reducing the leaf-nodes to their rightmost literals, we obtain 
a P-tree with {h # t2)u {Ei~,..., E~p} as leaf-set and q # q as a root. Clearly, this 
corresponds to a >> .<-chain from tl to t2 using {Ei~,..., E~p}. So, by Lemma 4.3, 
there is an (EA4)-sequence SE4' from t~ ~ t2 to the empty clause with the equation 
tuple {E,,(~t),..., E~,(ip)}. By reintroducing the bodies of C and of C,~(~) (1 <~j <~ p), 
we obtain an (EA4)-sequence from C to C" whose ordinary input tuple 
{Co,(il),..., C~(~p)} is strictly included in the SE4 ordinary input tuple and whose 
root (C"-{B})  I-subsumes the SE4 root. So SE4 is not minimal. This is in contradic- 
tion with the G-minimality hypothesis. 
4.4.2. Elimination of the (EA2'-EA3) clauses 
We have the following two easy propositions. 
Proposition 4.4.5. Let A and B be two ground (classical) clauses. Let A' be a 
precontextual form of A, and let C be the resolvent of A' against B. 
Then C can be obtained by (a)-paramodulation f B into A, followed by 1-binary 
resolution against EAI. 
For example: 
f (g( t l ) )~ f(g(t2)) x~ y f (g (x ) )=f (g (y ) )  f(g(t~))# f(g(t2)) ..h 
t, et2 ~ t, = t 2 f(g(t2)) e f(g(t2)) EA1 
[] [] 
= t2 
Proposition 4.4.6. Let A~, A2, B be ground (classical) clauses. Let A' be ( a precontex- 
tual form of) the inequational descendant of AI and A2, and let C be the resolvent of 
A' against B. Then C can be obtained by (a)-paramodulation of B into AI, followed 
by 1-binary resolution against A2. 
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For example: 
~P(tz) EA3 ~P(t , )  t~ = t2 
(tl # y, ~ P(y)) P(t2) 
ti # tl tl = t2 "~ P (  t2) . .P(  t2) 
[] [] 
From Propositions 4.4.5 and 4.4.6, we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. Let C be a ground classical clause and T a ground R-tree containing no 
(EA4)-clause. Let C' and K be respectively the root and the classical eaf-multiset of 
T. There exist an (EA1)-multiset M and a RP-tree T' such that C' is the root of T' 
and K u M is the leaf-multiset of T', and each clause of M is only involved in binary 
resolution. 
4.5. Completeness proof 
Finally, we need the following two easy propositions. 
Proposition 4.5.1. Let A be a (classical) ground clause, and A' be an inequational 
descendant of A. Let T be a linear paramodulation tree from A' to a clause A" with 
an input tuple K: ( C1,. . . ,  Cn), and B the resolvent of A" against EAI. 
There exist a clause C and a linear paramodulation tree from A to C with K as 
input tuple such that B is the resolvent of C against EA1. 
The hypothesis and conclusion of this proposition are depicted by the following 
diagram: 
(D, tl]  EA2' 
(D, t, 
(D-D1 . . . . .  Dn, ~ ~ ~ ~  EAI 
(D-D, . . . . .  D.)  
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(D, tt] #  t2]) C, 
(D-D, . . . . .  D,,, ~[o~- u]~ ~[o~ u])EA1 
(D-D, . . . . .  D,,) 
Proposition 4.5.2. Let A1, A2 be two classical ground clauses. Let A' be a (precontextual 
form of) the inequational descendant orAl and A2. Let T be a linear paramodulation 
tree from A' to a clause A" with an input tuple K: ( Cb . . . , Cn), and let Kl (respectively 
/(2) be the subtuple of K containing the active equations of the left (respectively right) 
paramodulations. Let B be the resolvent of A" against EA1. 
There exist two clauses C, D, a linear paramodulation tree from A~ to C with K~ 
as input tuple, and a linear paramodulation tree from A2 to D with K2 as input tuple 
such that B is the resolvent of C against D. 
The hypothesis and conclusion of this proposition are depicted by the following 
diagram: 
(Bl, ~ P ( ~ E A 3  
( B2, P( t2)  
( BI-B2, tl ~ t2) ~C i  
": Cp 
  C,÷l  
( BI-B2-DI . . . . .  D,,, u # u) EA1 
(BI"B2"D1 . . . . .  D,,) 
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(B,, .--P(t,)) C, (B2, P(t2)) C,+1 
(B,-D, . . . . .  Dp,~P(u)) (B2-Dp+, . . . . .  D,,,P(u)) 
(B1 "B2"D1 . . . . .  D,,) 
Theorem 4.6. I f  S' is a finite E-unsatisfiable set of ground I-clauses, there is a refutation 
of S'w (x = x} by I-binary resolution and (a)-paramodulation, such that: 
(1) x = x is only used in binary resolution, 
(2) no clause (except x = x) is trivial. 
Proof. Let us consider the given ground refutation tree G associated with S' u EA', 
and let us show that we can change G into an RP-refutation tree of S' in keeping 
with (1) and (2). The proof is by induction on the number n of (EA4)-sequences 
contained by G. 
In the following, given an RP-tree W, we say that an RP-tree W' is equivalent to 
W if W' has the sameroot as W, if W' has the same leaves minus the (EA')-clauses 
plus perhaps EA1, and if W' satisfies the conditions (1) and (2). The goal is to 
show that there exists an RP-tree H equivalent to G. 
Case n = 0: Follows from Lemma 4.5. 
Case n I> 1: Let us consider an (EA4)-sequence SE4 with C' as a bottom-clause, 
C as a top-clause, and (Ci)~i~_m as an ordinary input tuple such that neither the 
subtree U of G rooted in C, nor the subtrees Hi of G rooted in Ci (1 <~i<~ m) 
contain any clause EA4 (SE4 is a 'highest' (EA4)-sequence in G). Let Go be the 
subtree of G rooted in C', and G1 the subtree obtained by pruning G at node C'. 
G 1 contains n -  1 (EA4)-sequences, o, by induction hypothesis, GI can be trans- 
formed into an RP-refutation tree G~ equivalent to GI. Now, let us show that Go 
can be transformed into an equivalent RP-tree G~. 
Hi contains no (EA4)-clause; furthermore, Ci is an ordinary clause of the form 
(Di, li = r~). So, Ci is classical (a nonclassical ordinary clause is a precontextual/in- 
equational descendant, and its rightmost literal is necessarily an inequation), and, 
by Lemma 4.5, each Hi can be changed into an equivalent RP-tree H~. 
The top-clause C of SE4 is either a classical clause (case I), a precontextual form 
of a classical clause B (case II), or (a precontextual form of) the inequational 
descendant of two classical clauses BI and B2 (case III). Let U be the subtree of 
Go rooted in C in case (I), V the subtree rooted in B in case (II), and lit and V2 
the subtrees rooted in 31 and B2 in case (III). In case (I), by Lemma 4.5, the subtree 
U rooted in C can be changed into an equivalent RP-tree U'. Likewise, in case 
(II) (respectively case (III)), the subtree(s) V (respectively Vt and V2) rooted in B 
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(respectively BI and B2) can be changed into equivalent RP-tree(s) V' (respectively 
V'I and V~). 
Now, by Lemma 4.4 SE4 itself can be changed into an equivalent RP-tree G2. 
Let G~ be the tree obtained by attaching each H~ to G2 at node Ci (1 <~ i<~ m), then 
either U at node C in case (I) or V (respectively V~ and V2) at node B (respectively 
B~ and B2) in case (II) (respectively case (III)). In case (I), the RP-tree G~ is 
equivalent to the initial tree Go; in case (II) (respectively case (III)), it becomes 
equivalent after appropriate transformations, applying Proposition 4.5.1 
(respectively 4.5.2) transformation to the paramodulation branch(es) connecting B
(respectively B~ and B2) to C. 
Now by attaching G~ to G'~ at node C' we obtain an RP-tree H equivalent to G. 
In order to state Theorem 4.6 at the general first-level, we need some 'lifting' 
lemmas. 
Lemma 4.7 (I-resolution lifting lemma). Let C1 and C2 be two 1-clauses, with I- 
instances C~ and C'2 respectively, and let C'3 be an 1-binary resolvent of C~ and C~. 
There exists an 1-binary resolvent C3 of (an I-factor of) C1 with (an 1-factor of) 
C2 such that C'3 is an 1-instance of C3. 
Definition. A functional paramodulant C of a clause B is the (a)-paramodulant of 
a functional reflexive axiom F into (a factor of) B. 
A functional descendant C of a clause B is defined inductively as follows: 
(1) C is a functional paramodulant of B, or 
(2) C is a functional paramodulant of a functional descendant Bl of C. 
Regardless the indices, a functional descendant C of an I-clause B can be seen 
as an I-instance Btr of B, where tr is an instantiation of a variable x of B with a 
context ~. The indices in C correspond to the indices in B, except perhaps the 
rightmost literal index which is N+ 1. 
Furthermore, in case the rightmost literal of B is the equation l = r, we assume 
that the rightmost literal of C is of the form ltr = ro- (not rtr = Itr). In other words, 
if the rightmost literal of the functional paramodulant is an equation, it is oriented 
in the same way as the paramodulated literal (functional constraint on p). 
Lemrna 4.8 ((a)-paramodulation lifting lemma). Let CI and C2 be two 1-clauses with 
1-instances C~ and C~ respectively, and let C~ be an (a)-paramodulant ofC~ into C~. 
There exists an (a)-paramodulant (?3 of (an 1-factor of) Ci into either (an I-factor 
of) C2 or a functional descendant of C2, such that C~ is an 1-instance of Ca. 
The proof of Lemma 4.7 can be found in [23, Lemma 3.3.1, p. 111]. The proof of 
Lemma 4.8 is similar but functional paramodulation has to be added for the case 
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where the subterm replaced in the paramodulated literal of C~ corresponds to the 
position of a variable in C2. 
Theorem 4.9. I f  S is a fnite E-unsatisfiable set of I-clauses, then there is a refutation 
of S w {x = x} u S F by I-factoring, I-binary resolution and (a)-paramodulation, such 
that: 
(1) x = x is only used in binary resolution, 
(2) no clause (except x = x and the functional reflexive axioms) is trivial, 
(3) the functional reflexive axioms of S E are only used as active equations in 
(a)-paramodulation (with respect o the functional constraint). 
Proof. Let us consider an (arbitrary) orientation p. S is E-unsatisfiable, so there is 
a ground substitution trgr which maps the set S into an E-unsatisfiable set S' of 
ground clauses. Let us consider a ground orientation Psr function compatible with 
p, i.e., pgr(t~tr~r= t2trgr) is p(t~ = t2), for any terms t~ and t2. 
Theorem 4.6 holds, whatever the orientation function; so there is a ground 
RP-refutation tree H associated with Pgr such that x = x is only used in binary 
resolution and with no trivial clause but EA1. By lifting lemmas, this refutation 
can be transformed into a first-level FRP-refutation tree H of S w S F, using the 
functional reflexive axioms only as active equations. Furthermore, the equation 
orientation in H is in keeping with p, and each clause (except x = x and the functional 
reflexive axioms) is nontrivial because the corresponding instance in H is nontrivial. 
4.6. Basic procedure 
Theorem 4.9 forms the basis for a set of complete refutation procedures with 
equality. 
On purpose, the form of Procedure 1 given hereafter is borrowed from the 
Knuth-Bendix completion algorithm (see [12]). 
Relatively to the deduction method described up to now, the only significant 
formal difference is the moment he equations are oriented: initially, in Procedure 
1, no equation of the given set S is oriented. The descendants ofthese given equations 
stay unoriented until they become the rightmost literal of their clause and the clause 
is ~o-selected. Likewise, the paramodulant equation is not oriented during the 
paramodulation process, but only after its ~o-selection. 
Procedure 1 is defined for any fair selection function ~o and any orientation 
function p. Function ~0 selects ome clause C among a set of unoriented I-clauses 
~k and is fair in the sense that, at any level k, any clause of ~k will be ~o-selected 
at Step 1 for some level l, with l>~ k (fairness election hypothesis, see [15]). 
Procedure 1 
~k is the current set of unoriented I-clauses. 
~k is the current set of oriented 1-clauses. 
Initially set ~k = $, ~k = fl and k = 0. 
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Step 1. If ~k : 0, stop with answer: S E-satisfiable 
else ~p-select a clause C in ~k. 
if C is 7q, stop with answer: S E-unsatisfiable 
if the rightmost literal is a trivial equation, 
then set ~k+~ = ~k -{C},  k = k+ 1 and go to Step 1 
otherwise, go to Step 2. 
Step 2. 
Step 3. 
Assign a p-orientation to the rightmost literal of C, in case an equation. 
Set Rk+ ! = R k L) {C} 
go to Step 3. 
Let FRk = {clauses obtained by FR of C with ~k W {X = X}} 
let FPk = {clauses obtained by FP of C with ~k+~} 
let FFk = {functional paramodulants of C} 
set ~k+l ~--- ~k -{C} L.3 FRk w FPk w FFk 
set k = k + 1 
go to Step 1. 
Procedure 1 is correct, i.e., the answers given ("S E-satisfiable" or "S E-unsatisfi- 
able") are correct. The correction of the answer "S E-unsatisfiable" follows from 
the soundness of FR and FP (as combinations of factoring, binary resolution and 
paramodulation). As for the answer "S E-satisfiable", it is given when no refuta- 
tion can be enumerated; the correction of this answer then follows from the 
completeness result (Theorem 4.9). Furthermore, the completeness result combined 
with the fairness election hypothesis ensures that, in case of E-unsatisfiability, the 
procedure will enumerate a refutation, and therefore will stop. Thus we can state 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.6.1. Procedure 1 is correct, and terminates when applied to an E- 
unsatisfiable set S. 
5. Procedure conversion within a Rewriting formalism 
Let IC be the formalism of I-clauses. Let us show that there exists a formalismm 
which we shall denote EC in which inference rules appear as a form of superposi- 
tion (the Rewriting operation). 
5.1. Clausal superposition as (a)-typed paramodulation 
The (a)-typed paramodulation f an equation El into another one E2 corresponds 
to the matching of the left-hand side of E1 with a subterm in the left-hand side of 
E2. In terms of Rewriting, this operation is a superposition of El on E2 defning a 
critical pair. The only difference is that the matched subterm of E2 in superposition 
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must not be a variable. Consider now the (a)-paramodulation f an equation s = t 
into a literal P which is not an equation. P is either (1) an atom A, or (2) a negation 
A. Going on with the parallel between superposition and (a)-paramodulation, we
have to consider the matched term in P as a subterm of an equation left-hand side 
in order to superpose s = t on P. This is achieved by writing P in the form (1') 
A = true, or (2') A =false, where true and false are new constant symbols and where 
the left-hand side is the atomic member (atom position constraint). 
This leads us to define a new formalism (denoted EC) of special clauses, called 
equational clauses, in which every literal has an equational form. 
Def in i t ion .  For an I-clause C'(L~, L2 , . . . ,  Ln), the associated equational clause 
(E-clause) is the index ordered set D: (E~, E2 , . . . ,  En) where every Ek takes the 
index of Lk, and is: 
- s = t if Lk is the term equation s = t, 
- E(s, t) = false if Lk is the inequation s ~ t (where E is a new equality symbol), 
-P(tm, rE,... , tn)= true if Lk is the atom P(h, t2 , . . . ,  t,) where P is any n-ary 
relation symbol except "=" ,  
- P(t~, t2 , . . . ,  t,) =false, if Lk is ~P(t l ,  t2 , . . . ,  t,). 
Thus in the EC formalism, (a)-paramodulation can be viewed as a Rewriting 
operation of superposition performed on the rightmost literal of equational clauses 
(and extended to the variable subterms). 
Def in i t ion .  I f  Dm:(E~, 1~ = r~) and D2." (E2,/2= rE) are equational clauses such that 
the rightmost literal left-hand side 12 of/92 contains a subterm t at occurrence 0
which is unifiable with the rightmost literal left-hand side l~ of D1 with mgu 0-, then 
the clausal superposant D of Di on D2 at occurrence 0 is the equational clause such 
that: 
(1) the set of literals of D is E~tr w E2tr u {l = r}, where l = r is either 12trio *- r] = 
r2tr or r2tr = 1210 *- r~], in keeping with the atomic constraint, 
(2) the literals of D take the index of their parent literals, except 1 = r which 
receives the index N+ 1, and they are I-merged. 
For given E-clauses Din, D2 respectively associated with I-clauses C~, C2, binary 
resolvents (respectively (a)-paramodulants) of Dt and D 2 are the E-clauses associated 
with binary resolvents (respectively (a)-paramodulants) of C~ and C2. Likewise, 
factors of Dt are the E-clauses associated with I-factors of Cm. The clausal superposi- 
tion of D~ into D2 will be depicted by 
Di D2 
We have the following obvious statement. 
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Proposition 5.1.1. An (a)-paramodulant of an E-clause DI into an E-clause D 2 is a 
clausal superposant of Dl on O 2. 
Note that the functional reflexive axioms keep unchanged in EC. In the following, 
a functional paramodulant will be referred to as a functional superposant. 
5.2. Clausal superposition as binary resolution 
The analogy between fundamental operations in EC and Rewriting can be con- 
tinued: indeed, clausal superposition embodies not only a form of paramodulation 
but also binary resolution. Nevertheless, an additional inference rule is required. 
Definition. True-false removal rule consists of transforming any E-clause having the 
form (El, true =false) or (El,false = true) into El. 
Proposition 5.2.1. Let Cl: (C~, L~) and C 2" ( C12, L2) be two I-clauses, and DI, D2 the 
associated E-clauses. Let Ca be the binary resolvent of C! and C2, and D3 the associated 
E-clause. 
(1) I f  L1, is an atom P( t l , . . . ,  tn) with P distinct from "=",  then there is a clausal 
superposant D' of  D~ into DE, such that D3 is D' after true-false removal. 
(2) I f  Li is an equation, and Cl is not x = x, then there is a clausal superposant D' 
of Dt into DE, and a clausal superposant D" of (E(x, x) = true) into D' such that D3 
is D" after true-false removal. 
(3) I f  Cl is x = x, then there is a clausal superposant D' of (E(x, x) = true) into 
D2 such that D3 is D' after true-false removal. 
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
Below, an example of the I-binary resolution in IC is given. 
(Q(x ) , f (x ,x )=h(x) )  
(Q(b) ,R(b) )  
~ y) , f (x ,  y) # h(b)) 
becomes in EC: 
(Q(x) =true, f (x ,  x)= h ~ y ) =  true, E( f (x ,  y), h(b)) =false) 
( Q(x) = true, R(x)  = true, E(h(x) ,  h(b)) =false) ~E(x ,  x)= true 
( Q( b) = true, R( b) = true, true =false) 
( Q( b ) = true, R ( b ) = true) 
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5.3. Superposition oriented procedure 
In order to ensure soundness of clausal superposition in EC, we need a rule 
preventing unification between atoms and variable left-hand sides (first-order con- 
straint). This constraint is sufficient. Actually, let us consider superposition of an 
E-clause (El, 11 = r) on (E2 ,  12 = r2). 12 has a subterm t matching with 11. Suppose 
that 11 is a term, then if/2 is also a term, it corresponds to a case of (a)-paramodulation 
in IC; otherwise, by first-order constraint, t is a proper subterm of/2 and it is again 
a classical case of (a)-paramodulation. Suppose now that 1 ! is an atom, then t is 
unifiable with an atom and so, by first-order constraint, is not a proper subterm of 
11. Thus li and l 2 a re  unifiable atoms: if rl is true (respectively false), then l~ = r I 
and l 2 = r 2 are binary resolvable and superposition followed by true-false removal 
let us retrieve the binary resolvent; otherwise superposition gives a clause such as 
(E1o'-E2 o', true= true) or (Elo'-E2tr, false=false) which are tautologies; besides, 
these clauses corresponds to trivial clauses in IC, so they can be rightfully discarded. 
Theorem 5.1. I f  S is a finite E-unsatisfiable set of E-clauses, there is a refutation of 
S w {E(x, x)= true} w S F by factoring, clausal superposition and true-false removal 
with respect o atom position, first-order and functional constraints, and such that no 
trivial clause is produced. 
Proof. The proof  follows from Theorem 4.9, Propositions 5. I. 1 and 5.2.1. 
Let "FS"  stand for 'clausal superposition (of factors)'. The converted form of 
Procedure 1 is the following. 
Procedure 2 
~k is the current set of unoriented E-clauses. 
~k is the current set of oriented E-clauses. 
Initially set ~k = S, ~k = ~ and k = 0. 
Step 1. If ~k ~ ~, stop with answer: S E-satisfiable 
else q~-select a clause C in ~k- 
if C is [~, stop with answer: S E-unsatisfiable 
else C has the form (D, l = r) 
if l = r is a trivial equation t = t 
then set ~k+l = ~k-{C},  k = k+ 1 and go to Step 1 
if l = r is true =false or false = true 
then set ~k+l = ~k -{C}u{D},  k= k+ 1 and go to Step 1 
else go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Assign a p-orientation to l = r 
set ~k+~ = ~k q.) {C} 
go to Step 3. 
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Step 3. Let FSk = {clauses obtained by FS of C and ~k+t U {E(x, x) = true}} 
let FFk = {functional superposants of C} 
let ~k+l = ~k -- {C} u FSk u FFk 
set k= k+ 1 
go to Step 1. 
Proposition 5.3.1. Procedure 2 is correct, and terminates when applied to an E- 
unsatisfiable set S. 
In the next section we introduce two optimizations in Procedure 2. 
5.4. Term simplification and I-subsumption 
So far, term equation orientation has been used as a means to restrict paramodula- 
tion. Yet the original idea underlying orientation is to simplify terms by an equal 
form through unit clauses [18, 21, 32, 35]. This idea has been incorporated in EC 
by authorizing term simplifications within clauses. Proof of completeness is available 
in a limit case where the set of simplifiers is complete in the sense of Rewriting and 
there is no term equation in S; the proof is a simple transposition in EC of the 
completeness proof of blocked resolution with narrowing [21, 22]. 
This leads us to modify Procedure 2 in the following way: after the clause C is 
~-selected atStep 1, C is simplified with the set of equality units of ~k ; furthermore, 
when the equality unit l = r is added to ~k at Step 2, clauses of ~k simplifiable by 
l= r are removed from ~k at Step 2, then are added to *k at Step 3. 
Thus, the remaining clauses of ~k are always irreducible. 
Furthermore, it can be shown that clauses I-subsumed by earlier clauses are 
unnecessary, aswell as trivial clauses. This leads us to replace in Step 1 the test "if 
the rightmost literal of C is t = t, then" by "if the rightmost literal of C is t = t, or 
if C is I-subsumed by a clause of ~k, then". 
Our procedure then has all the features of a Knuth-Bendix algorithm running 
not on simple equations but on equational clauses. However, when restricted to 
clauses without equations between terms, we retrieve awell-known form of resolution 
with locking and subsumption (see, for instance, [29]). 
6. Implementation 
The implemented program of Superposition on Equational Clauses (SEC) is 
written in LISP and runs on INRIA's HB68/MULTICS. The program has been 
developed as an extension of the system KB, an implementation f the Knuth-Bendix 
algorithm written by Hullot and Huet [12, 13, 16] and now a part of the FORMEL 
system. 
In SEC, the literal ordering is not the locking one but another chosen for its 
simplicity: within a clause of the initial set, literals are ordered from left to right 
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according to the operator's choice; then through superposition ofa clause (B~, I~ = r l) 
into a clause (B2,/2 = r2) at occurrence 0 using the mgu tr, the clause generated is
the ordered clause: (B2o', Bmtr, 12o'[0 ~ rt] = r2o'). 
Function p assigns orientation according to well-founded orderings, and in case 
of uncomparability, the decision is left to the operator. 
The selection function q~ chooses the 'lightest' clauses, i.e., the clauses containing 
the least of function symbols. In cases where there are several ightest clauses, the 
oldest one is first selected (smallest components trategy [19]). However, equality 
units have priority on multiliteral clauses, even if these are older [34]. The purpose 
is to attempt the completion---in the sense of Rewritingmof the equality units before 
involving other clauses. Nevertheless, this priority is only relative in order to maintain 
the fairness selection hypothesis. ~ 
In SEC, only special paramodulation, in the sense of [21] is performed, i.e., there 
is neither variable superposition or use of functional reflexive axioms. 
We present now the most noteworthy examples involving equality, with the full 
proofs given by the system for Examples 1 and 6. 
Example No. clauses generated No. clauses retained 
1 25 18 
2 15 10 
3 112 43 
4 28 18 
5 80 39 
6 18 18 
7 >250 
Example 1. I f  S is a subset of  a group such that xy -~ ~ S for every x, y ~ $, then x -l ~ S. 
Example 2. In a group, /f-x 2= e for every x, the group is commutative. 
Example 3. In an ordered field, /fx > 0, then x -~ > O. 
Example 4. In a ring -x ,  -y  = x, y, for every x and y. 
Example 5. A subgroup of  index 2 is normal. 
Example 6. Grau's three axioms are sufficient o define a ternary Boolean algebra. 
Example 7. I f  Hand K are subgroups of  G, then HK is a subgroup of  G iff HK  = KH. 
Proof of Example 1 
S={O+x=x,  ( -x )+x = O, (x+y)+z=x+(y+z) ,  
(G(x)=fa lse ,  G(y )=fa lse ,  G(x-y )= true), G(a)= true, 
G( -a )  =false} 
i Recently, E. Paul proved the completeness of unit superposition without the functional reflexive 
axioms in the case of Horn clauses (" On solving the equality problem in theories defined by Horn clauses", 
Internal Rept. CNET, November 1984). 
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EC1 
EC2 
EC3 
EC4 
EC5 
EC6 
O+x=x 
(-x)+x=0 
(x+y)+z=x+(y+z)  
( G(x) =false, G(y)  = false, G(x -  y) = true) 
G( a ) = true 
G( -a )  =false 
Given 
Given 
Given 
Given 
Given 
Given 
The system starts by the completion of the group axioms 1, 2, 3 
EC7 ( -x )  + (x + y) = y 
EC8 (-0) + x = x 
EC9 ( - ( -x ) )+0= x 
EC10 ( - ( -0 ) )+x  = x 
EC11 -0=0 
from EC3 and EC2 
from EC7 and EC1 
from EC7 and EC2 
from EC8 and EC7 
from EC 10 and EC2 
EC8 simplified by EC11 and EC1 into x =x,  then eliminated. 
EC10 simplified by EC8 and EC1 into x =x,  then eliminated. 
EC12 ( - ( - ( -x ) ) )+x=0 from EC9 and EC7 
EC13 ( - ( -x ) )+y=x+y from EC7 and EC7 
EC12 simplified by EC13, EC2 into 0= 0, then eliminated. 
EC9 simplified by EC13 into x + 0 = x 
EC14 x+0=x from EC9 
EC15 - ( -x )=x  from EC14 and EC13 
EC 13 simplified by EC 15 into x + y = x + y, then eliminated. 
EC16. 
EC17 
ECI8 
EC19 
x+(-x)=0 
x+((-x)+y)=y 
x+(y+(-(x+y))=o 
x+(-(y+x))=(-y) 
from ECI5 and EC2 
from EC15 and EC7 
from EC 16 and EC3 
from EC18 and EC7 
EC18 simplified by EC19, EC16 into 0 = 0, then eliminated 
EC20 - (x+y)=( -x )+( -y )  from EC19 and EC7 
EC19 simplified by EC20, ECI7 into ( -y )  = ( -y ) ,  then eliminated 
The completion of the axioms of group is ended and the system now involves 
the multiliteral clause. 
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EC21: 
EC22: 
EC23: 
EC24: 
(G(0) =false, G(x) = false, G( -x)  = true) 
from EC4 and EC1 
G(0) =false 
from EC21 and EC6 (and simplification with EC5) 
( G(x) =false, G(-y)  =false, G(x + y) = true) 
from EC15 and EC4 
G(-  x ) =false 
from EC23 and EC2 (and simplification with EC22) 
EC6 simplified into false =false by EC24, then eliminated 
EC21 simplified into (G(0)=false, G(x)=false) 
EC25: G(x)=false from EC24 and EC15 
EC5 simplified into [] by EC25. 
Proof of Example 6 
AI: 
A2: 
A3: 
BI: 
B2: 
f (y,x,  x )=x 
f (x ,y ,g (y ) )=x  
f ( f (x ,  y, u), v,f(x, y, w) )=f (x ,  y, f(u,  o, w)) 
f (x ,x ,y )=x 
f (g (y ) ,y ,x )=x 
The purpose is to show that axioms B I and B2 both follow from axioms AI 
through A3. We give the refutation of {A1, A2, A3, (-~B1, -~B2)} 
ECI: 
EC2: 
EC3: 
EC4: 
EC5: 
EC6: 
EC7: 
EC8: 
EC9: 
EC10: 
EC11: 
EC12: 
EC13: 
EC14: 
EC15: 
f(x, y, y) = y (axiom A1) 
f (x ,  y, g (y ) )  = x (axiom A2) 
f ( f (x,  y, z), u,f(x, y, v))= f(x, y,f(z, u, v)) 
(axiom A3) 
( E ( f  ( a, a, b ), a ) = false, E (f(  g( d), a, c ), c) = false ) 
(negation of (B1 & B2)) 
E ( x, x) = true (reflexive axiom) 
f(x, y,f(z, x, u)) =f(z, x,f(x, y, u)) (from EC3 and EC1) 
f(x, y,f(y, z, y)) =f(x, y,f(z, u, y)) (from EC3 and EC1) 
f (x ,y , f (z , f (x ,y ,  u), u)=f(x, y, u) (from EC3 and EEl) 
f (x ,y , f (y ,  z ,y))=f(y,  z,y) (from EC6 and ECI) 
f(x, y,f(y, z, g(y)))=f(y,  z, x) (from EC6 and EC2) 
f(x, g(x),y) =y (from ECI0 and ECI) 
g(g(x)) = x (from EC11 and EC2) 
f(x, g (y) ,y )=x (from EC12 and EC2) 
f (g (x ) ,x ,y )=y (from EC12 and ECll)  
E(f(a, a, b), a)=false (from ECI4 and EC4) 
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EC16: 
EC17: 
ECI8: 
f(x, g(y) , f (g(y) ,  z, y)) = f (g(y) ,  z, x) 
(from EC12 and EC10) 
f(x, x, y)= x (from EC10 and EC2) 
[] (from EC17 and EC15) 
All the clauses have automatically been oriented except clause EC6 which is a 
permutative rule. In the Knuth-Bendix algorithm, this would be a" case of failure. 
In such a case, SEC asks the operator for orientation. The alternative solution for 
orientation of EC6 leads to the following refutation: 
EC6': f(x, y,f(y,  z, u) )=f(y ,  z,f(x, y, u)) 
EC7': f ( f (x ,  y, z), u, y )=f (x ,  y,f(z, u, y)) (from 
EC8': f(x, y, f(z, f(x,  y, u), u) =f(x, y, u) (from 
EC9': f(x, y,f(z, x, y) )=f(z ,  x, y) (from 
Eel0' :  f(x, g(x),y) =y  (from 
Ee l  1': g(g(x) )=x (from 
EC12': f(x, g(y), y) = x (from 
Eel3':  f (g(x) ,  x ,y )=y (from 
EC14': E(f(a, a, b), a) =false (from 
EC15': f(x, y,f(z, x, g(y) ) )= x (from 
EC16': f(x, g(y),f(z,  x, y)) = x (from 
EC17': f(x, x, y) = x (from 
EC18': [] (from 
EC3 and EC 1) 
EC3 and EC 1) 
EC6' and EC 1) 
EC9' and EC2) 
EC10' and EC2) 
EC1 l' and EC2) 
EC1 l' and EC10') 
EC13' and EC4) 
EC6' and EC2) 
EC 15' and EC 1 l') 
EC15' and EC2) 
ECI7' and ECI4') 
The experimental results show that our procedure is relatively efficient and that 
our approach is a progress in the equality handling by resolution based systems. 
According to us, the efficiency of our procedure is due to: 
the combination of ordered resolution with a strong new and complete restriction 
of paramodulation, 
the use of a new formalism of equational clauses which unites the two search 
processes of paramodulants and binary resolvents into the one of superposants, 
the use of discarding rules and the use of equality units as simplifiers. 
Nevertheless, failure still happens by saturation of the space memory, especially 
on examples which initially involve numerous axioms. In fact, SEC has to be 
considered as a basic procedure and has to incorporate specific strategies according 
to the theories dealt with: for instance, associative-commutative unification and 
matching [5, 33] can be used in SEC instead of the ordinary ones, to take into 
account associative-commutative theories. 
7. Final remarks and futures issues 
Our work is in keeping with the general pattern attempting to combine Resolution 
and Rewriting theories. The creators of that trend are Lankford and Slagle [21, 32]. 
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Since then, many interesting links between both theories have been pointed out 
[ l 0, 19, 26, 27]. 
As for our work, it essentially expresses two ideas: 
(1) Replacing an equal by an equal only from left to fight and never within the 
right-hand side of another equation, maintains completeness. 
(2) Encoding relations as boolean-valued functions allows us to unify term and 
predicate handlings. 
The first idea corresponds to the (a)-paramodulation completeness result. The 
second corresponds to the fact that both resolution and paramodu, lation are 
embodied by superposition. These two results theoretically underly our using the 
Knuth-Bendix algorithm extended to first-order formulas as a complete refutation 
procedure. 
Peterson previously described a procedure which reaches the same goal [27]. Our 
(a)-paramodulation completeness result is a proof that the equality reversal rule 
included in Peterson's procedure is of no use (regardless of whatever ordering on 
terms or atoms). However, in [27], unlike our work, the optimizations of special 
paramodulation a d simplification are proved complete in the general case(provided 
an underlying ordering on ~terms and atoms order-isomorphic to the positive 
integers). 
The formalism of equational clauses introduced in this paper is used as a 
further step forward unifying aspects of Resolution and Rewriting (at the level 
of inference rules). Encoding predicate as boolean functions has also been used 
by Hsiang in [10, l 1]. Simulation of the resolution rule is therein performed 
through Knuth-Bendix completion modulo a canonical set for boolean 
algebra. 
Beyond their advantages about pure automatic deduction, such formalisms 
turned out to be suitable languages of logic programming. The associated theorem- 
proving procedures (SEC in our case, completion modulo Boolean Algebra 
in Hsiang's case) behave as language interpreters [3, 7], in a similar way as 
Resolution in Prolog [4]. Extension of Rewriting methods to first-order theories 
then appears as an efficient way for incorporating equality in Prolog-like 
languages. 
Besides the handling of equality, first order theories may inherit the handling of 
inductive properties from Rewriting. Indeed, Musser [24], Goguen [9] and Huet 
and Hullot [13] have shown how to use the Knuth-Bendix algorithm to prove 
equations inductively. Here again, it is of great interest o extend the method to 
first-order theories. A first step in this direction was done in [8], where it is shown 
that SEC can be used as an inductive prover. Beyond theorem proving, this trend 
concerns Automatic Verification of program properties, seeing the initial set of 
axioms of the theory as a logic program. 
Thus, finally, the issues of our superposition oriented theorem prover concern 
Automatic Deduction as well as Program Verification and Logic Programming. 
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